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1.  Introduction 

 

 Due to the Ethiopian Government fundamental political change under the new Program 

“Political and Economic Integration” (Medemer) the genuine forward looking President Isaias 

who knows very well when he hears the genuine language of true peace and prosperity, he 

applied his processing and interpretation skill what it mean and how it would benefit Eritrea, 

he quickly took the first concrete steps toward a peaceful coexistence.   

In a true sense the political and Economic Integration is a well thought out program that was 

initiated by Dr. Abiy Ahmed the Prime Minster of Ethiopia.  He was able to bring President 

Isaias  Afewerki of Eritrea to be his partner in starting-up the program.  President Isaias  have 

fully accepted the offer and he was also assured the guaranteeing and the preservation of his 

democratic governing institutions.  The two governments both primarily motivated in 

establishing a political and economic Integration which in Amharic means  (Medemer) is a 

step towards political unity would eventually evolve out to a closer and closer economic 

cooperation in order to build economic integration in both countries.  He over saw the end of 

building up military forces computations above and beyond necessity that caused heavy 

Financial Burdon  on each nation’s wealth as it already happened to Ethiopia that the building 

https://www.imf.org/en/News/Articles/2015/09/28/04/53/sp082500#intl
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of giant military forces to protect the nation's citizens and territory from threats. 

Integration means the internal driving forces, for developing peace first to gain stability which 

is conducive to economic development.  From here on Eritrea should be more legally inclined 

so that the Eritrean people can benefit from a peaceful financial resolution that would truly 

benefit every Eritrean.  For those who live abroad in the Diaspora who wants to share in 

Eritrea’s future prosperity need to financially engage with the government by obtaining home 

ownership status that the government could financially interact directly with them as tax 

refund, tax break or other programs that financially benefit overseas Diaspora home or 

business investors. 

 Our President uses his time tested talent and special expertise and consulted with his 

presidential cabinet agreeing on the decision prior to signing on to Dr. Abiy’s the Political and  

Economic Integration Program and the result appears to be a success.  Through a national 

effort a written plan must be prepared now to evaluate the program by bringing a workgroup of 

stakeholders that will foster collaboration and a sense of shared purpose for both Ethiopian and 

Eritrean side.  Through a national effort it is necessary to have this kind of workgroup that their 

main function would be to understand what works best or what needs to be improved as well as 

which activities are failing per the measuring criterion agreed to be used as a measuring yard 

stick. 

 The new ruling political party of Ethiopia represented by  Dr. Abiy’s administration has 

a firm grip on power on all matters for development in economic, social, politics which have a 

legally constructed infrastructure appears that is conducive to peace and prosperity for all 

Ethiopia and Eritrea.  Our President Isaias realized that Ethiopia is not only willing to build 

peace but also to accept all past financial liability at least for the last 20 years that the Nation of 

Eritrea had to incurred.  

 

2.  The people of Eritrea and Ethiopia are showing Peace building Possibilities 

  Among the most unforgettable experiences observed as soon as the peace agreement  

was reached between the two governments, the people from both sides, Eritrea and Ethiopia 

have exploded into joy and happiness and immediately showed peacemaking and peace 

keeping sprit by each and everyone without any concession.  As soon as Dr. Abiy announced 
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his political and Economic Integration proposal to Eritrea, which has components of: (a) 

acknowledgement of the past to the wrongs of human rights violations in Eritrea by Ethiopia in 

particular during the Woyane regime, (b) acknowledgment of suffering inflicted by Ethiopia 

supported by foreign powers such as the USA, acknowledges the compensation programs and 

reparations for the Eritrean victim’s dead disable and alive of the injustice that has occurred 

upon them.   

Sincere apologies to Eritrean victims is not enough, in order to move toward a peaceful future 

the peace agreement proposal must satisfy the lasting peaceful solution.  Apologies may not do 

enough to satisfy victims' demands for justice and allay their fears that the same atrocities 

might be repeated.  That is why monetary compensation must be immediately implemented so 

that it is a future deterrent against the oppressor (the Woyane) not to repeat the violation again 

to the innocent Eritreans. 

 

  Now, the Woyane of Tigray are talking about making peace with Eritrea 

  

 The sleazy and recently defunct woyane who once were the rulers of Ethiopia who had 

instituted a culture of fear to all Ethiopians including to most of their own citizens, imprisoned 

people in large numbers, killings and even genocides in some parts of Ethiopia at least for the 

past 20 years.  The tremendous fear and anxiety imposed on Ethiopian people was real and 

widespread throughout Ethiopia.  It is now in public discourse of its historical existence. 

Now, they are talking about making peace with Eritrea! 

The Woyane who were known the representatives of the whole people of Tigray,  have to 

acknowledge the realities of their ruthless intentions of wanting the extermination of Eritreans 

from this Earth.  These were the foreign policy of the Woyane toward the Eritrean people.  But 

now they are talking about making peace by ignoring facts that does not resolve the big 

differences we have about peacemaking.  

 Peacemaking seeks uneasy and fragile truces for difficult conflicts.  A long term sustainable 

solutions rather than polite manipulative political jargons with empty promises that have never 

legally benefited Eritreans at all!  
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  If the Woyane can learn to believes that the end result of peacemaking is peace, then 

we Eritreans are challenging them that there cannot be peace without financial 

compensation.  Otherwise the whole nationalistic Eritreans have seen the rallying cry of the 

Tigray people during the demonstration at Mekele for peace making.   The demonstrators held 

on Jul 28, 2018 have exhibited that, only one side of their one arm is holding a symbol of peace 

(flag), while their other arm is behind their back preparing to wage war against the Nation of 

Eritrea.  You can easily observe when their leader say this at the rally:  

 “We live together with respect or disintegrate” Debretsion at Mekelle Rally July 28, 2018-07-29 

 They already exhibited their desires for war and it seems that they never learned from their 

past failures.  They have tried to capture a sovereign nation called the “State of Eritrea” with 

the help from the USA former presidents Clinton, Obama along with their aid Suzan Rice 

along with other crooked associates.  

Lately, the Tigray people under the TPLF (Woyane) leadership are invited to move toward 

making peace with the rest of Ethiopia and Eritrea through the Political and Economic 

Integration Program for:  Incorporating Stability through Economic Peaceful Development 

throughout Ethiopian regions plus Eritrea.  These program is geared toward the nine 

administrative regions of Ethiopia plus the sovereign nation of Eritrea to have Economic 

Integration through nonviolent peacemaking as the first step required to take a path for 

economic development program.  This was the new well thought out plan initiated by the 

reformed political coalition called EPRDF in which Dr. Abiy is their Prime Minister.  

Currently, this party is indeed none TPLF dominated party, their peaceful economic integration 

program is spreading out to the whole country of Ethiopia including Eritrea and beyond, to 

Sudan, Djibouti, Somalia, Kenya, Uganda up to Tanzania to stop the senseless fighting’s 

among  the East African Nations.  The Regions (kelill) in particular the Tigray outlawed 

Woyane who are responsible for the whole crimes committed in Ethiopia and Eritrea, they 

must officially acknowledge that they are the causers for the overall political instability within 

Ethiopia and have significantly damaged the economic growth and people displacements into 

millions through: killings and illegal land grapping during their ruling period. 

  'On a different note', the burning issue: “to make peace with Tigreans (Woyane)”,  

http://www.international-alert.org/resources/publications/peace-through-prosperity
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Eritrea has legitimate rights and interests that need to be addressed first whether Tigray plans 

on honoring the peace process of Dr. Abiy’s “ initiative of Political and Economic Integrating” 

or not.  This decision is up to Tigray whether to stay in or breakup from the Government 

Republic of Ethiopia.  While the Eritrean Government considers the peace agreement with 

Tigray or not it must not be in a hustled manner, it will be processed through careful legal 

analysis and judgment in a lengthy Negotiating cycles.  We Eritreans can see the possibility of 

peace occurring if Tigray adheres to peaceful coexistence that is being offered to them.   

Therefore, in order to move toward a peaceful future: (a) the Woyane-Chifra must 

acknowledge and respond to the wrongs and injuries of the past that happened during their 

reign against the Eritreans, especially the human rights violations.  We Eritreans must learn 

first how we became victimized by the ruthless actions of Woyane that resulted in vast amount 

of human misery and  displacements of Eritreans into hundredth and thousands deaths and 

losses of properties which amounts into millionth of Dollars.    

Never the less the Woyane failed in their desire to cause total destruction and to wipeout the  

sovereign nation of  Eritrea from this earth once for all.   

The Woyane must think very seriously in order to make everlasting peace with the nation of 

Eritrea.  They must acknowledge their heinous crimes they committed by rounding up and  

arresting approximately 75,000 to 85,000 innocent Eritrean families and had them illegally 

deported to Eritrea under inhuman treatment.  Then, the Woyane-Chifra as they stated wanted 

war with Eritrea than peace, then they got it in 1998 and lost.  But now they are paying the 

price per the Algiers Agreement and soon they must pay financially the consequence of the 

1998 war that caused mass destructions.  

This tragedy have tremendously increased the Eritrean sense of national awareness particularly 

about the ruthlessness of the Woyane, while the evil Woyane will be remembered as blood 

thirsty that wants the extermination of Eritreans. 

3.   peace with financial compensation 

 To consider to make peace with Tigreans (Woyane), first Eritrean Government should  

settle the breached contract between Eritrea and the Woyane (during their reign in Ethiopia) 

http://www.beyondintractability.org/essay/human-rights-violations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deportation_of_Armenian_intellectuals_on_24_April_1915
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that they have invaded Eritrean land and still they have military forces until today on Eritrean 

sovereign land illegally   The Woyane are still under legal contractual constrains to leave 

Eritrean sovereign territory immediately, as well as to return everything back to pre-war 

conditions and standards.  Therefore,  Eritrea is now within its legal right to remedying the 

situation by collecting the $540,000,000 USD which is the a financial compensation amount  

for all the damages at least incurred over the last 15 years. (Approx. estimated by the author, 

but subject to contrary by the Eritrean Government of a higher amount).  For further in depth 

analysis click here. 

 In 1998 the Woyane have opened war with Eritrea and in many occasions without any 

shame they have demonstrated and made statements that they are always against the 

sovereignty of Eritrea.  Watch Ghtachew Reda in video, he is exhibiting his legal ignorance 

when he addressed: “ the sovereign nation of Eritrea” is as simple as “Real State with some 

ports that anyone can walk in and buy it and use it any time”.  

From now on, the way Eritrean Government deals with the TPLF (Woyane) is to understand 

their ideology about their vision for creating the “Greater Tigray” by annexing the northern 

part of Eritrea’s territory so that they can fulfill their idealistic vision.   The Government of 

Eritrea’s new strategy how to deal with the Woyane should be: 

1    to have a very effective plan how to defend Eritrea legally and militarily and to work 

  decidedly against them. 

2    if they want to divide Eritrea, they must understand that we are and we must stay united 

 across throughout our nine tribes and we must add a new legal nationalistic teachings to 

 our people is a must to counter attack the nature and intentions of the Woyane.  

3    If they seek to demoralize the Eritrean people, Eritrean Government should boost 

 morale character of the nation.  

4    If they yearn to take away the minds of our young people by influencing them to use 

 known detrimental drugs and chemicals (chat) or marijuana – we should empower the 

 next generation with the truth and the true purpose of usage of these mind altering 

 drugs more than ever before.  You can read much more about this 

5    If they aim to exploit a bad situation for Eritrea through the sale out websites, we must 

https://www.scribd.com/document/380793098/Is-There-a-Final-and-Binding-Agreement-Without-a-Legal-Financial-Compensation#fullscreen&from_embed
https://www.scribd.com/document/380793098/Is-There-a-Final-and-Binding-Agreement-Without-a-Legal-Financial-Compensation#fullscreen&from_embed
http://www.dehai.org/dehai/dehai/257527
http://www.dehai.org/dehai/dehai/257527
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAzZuW5icJo
https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/conditions/cannabismarijuana
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 turn those fake news into legal indictment against the websites owners. 

 

 First the Eritrean Government ought to identify the root causes of the Woyane’s mental status.  

All these belligerent behaviors they are exhibiting conducive to provoking for liking war might 

have personal resentment against the saying by Eritreans:  “Why the Eritreans call us 

(Tigreans) Agame” is really spinning their head to make them feel as if it is causing them to 

have mental breakdown/disorders and or other chronic diseases.  Whatever health issues they 

have it must be investigated and studied in order to bridge the gaps of obstacles even to sit 

down and talk before jumping to the second step of resolving the outstanding financial 

compensation issues.   

4.  President Isaias Moving on Peace Building 

 President Isaias must be admired by all the Nationalistic Eritreans for his prompt 

response to the peace offer by the Prime Minster (PM)  Abiey of Ethiopia.  The final 

decision came after the PM of Ethiopia announced to the world that Ethiopia has accepted 

the Algiers peace agreement without any precondition which was the main obstacle that 

blocked the peace agreement for 18 years of hatred and animosity created by Woyane and 

the Tigray people against the Eritrean people.   

 Now, in Jul 9, 2018 Ethiopia and Eritrea signed peace deal formally restored 

relations when Ethiopian Prime Minister Dr. Abiy Ahmed and Eritrean President Isaias 

Afwerki, opened embassies in their respective capitals, restored flight services and soon will 

begin to fully use port facilities from Eritrea.  President Isaias with the time tested expertise has 

led his presidential cabinet to vote on adapting the Political and Economic Integration 

program that has components of benefits on: peace-making, peace-keeping, as a top priority 

within the nations’  hierarchy of needs which are necessary to achieve, economic, social and 

legal developments for the Eritrean, Ethiopian overall society.  

5.  Meles’ destructive policy against Eritrea revealed 

 The Woyane led administration perpetrated and took violent action against Eritreans 

resulting in senseless deaths and occupation of Eritrean sovereign land for the last 18  
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years.  They refused to fulfill the demand of the withdrawal of Woyane  (Ethiopian military 

forces) from the territory of Eritrean land.  They have not only rejected the demand of the 

Eritrean Government but even the United Nations Mission in Ethiopia and Eritrea 

(UNMEE) to accept the resolutions of peace agreement and implement without any 

precondition.  But, the late PM. Meles failed to implement to fulfill the Eritrean and the 

UNMEE  peaceful resolution requirement.  One of his crooked intention that he attempted 

to do was to shove down Eritrea’s throat by the dialog he wants to see happen, was 

criminal intent.   His trick was to invite one of the Eritrean Government personnel to sit 

down for a talk about the Algiers agreement without the withdrawal  of his troops from the 

Eritrean territorial land.   He wants engagement in dialog with any representative of the 

Eritrean Government that eventually would have a negative consequence on the Algiers 

peace agreement as well as Null and void effect with never-ending cycle of arguments as 

opposed to logical reasoning.  That was his ultimate goal that he learned from paid 

foreigners in millions of dollars.  That trick failed  when the Eritrean Government has been 

turning a deaf ear to their pleas.   

 Then he tried another trick to engage in activities related to his illegal five points peace 

proposal as precondition to peace settlement.  Again these were truly obstacles that he 

deliberately wants to use them as tools against any peaceful coexistence.  It was a complete 

betrayal of the agreed commitment for peace and without any shame he used his stupid 

tactics until he died as tactical tools for winning against the Eritreans and now we can see 

passed on to his followers like Getachew Redda.   These and other sickening fake news 

released through social media were the obstacles to social and economic development for 

the past18 years that caused Eritrea and Ethiopia to become economically and politically 

ruined.   

 Finally, Meles died and the Woyane as predicted went into the ditch of hell but 

Eritrea overcome all the obstacles of the attempted evils against its survival and 

exemplified to the world once again the resilience, united strength, morality exhibited by 

our people have worked very well, even if the enemies attempted to impact Eritrea’s 
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sovereign statehood, it was disproved and dismissed as an unsubstantiated allegations.  

Now the world is proudly expressing with admiration toward Eritreans that Eritrea is 

indeed a very strong nation that needs to be in its legal rightful position.  

6.  Eritrea is Ready in its Peace building Strategy 

 I believe that a new day has come to Eritrea that benefits our people to live in peace 

with all our neighbors.  This means that, for the first time in Eritrean history, the vast 

majority of the citizens will be living without an immediate and imminent threat of war.  

  For the last 20 years the Eritrean Government has been at a disadvantage of not 

having specialized agencies or news media organs (website outlets) for counter attacking 

those enemies or opponents who were tirelessly releasing false negative political 

propaganda against the existence of Eritrea and the Eritrean identities.  

At this occasion, it is my privilege to say: thank you to  those websites who contributed 

immensely in disseminating well balanced news with substantiated issues with facts about 

Eritrea for the last 20 difficult years.  The websites I admire the most are: Madote and 

Meskerem websites in particular.  They must be appreciated and credited for their tireless 

pro Eritrean Nationalistic services.  

  The websites which have been supporting and aiding the Woyane are: the Assena 

website come to prominence is known by its trash talking and the none stop ranting on 

against President Isaias’ government by saying: a Dictator (ውልቀመላኺ ኢሳይያስ) over 

and over.   The second website I can’t come up with other pronoun except to call their 

website based on their functionality that they are a Jihadists website.  This particular 

website has dual functionality taking actions against the Eritrean Government which they 

call it: “Isaias regime” as well as promoting a more Islamic life style.  Both websites have 

created echo chambers that perpetuate increasingly extreme spread of false or misleading 

information to incite violence in Eritrea.   

 However the Madote and Meskerem websits have been exposing the enemies of the 

Eritrean Government by encouraging authors who writes about Pro-governmental Eritrean 
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policies, as well as rebuffing against all fraudulently based and geared against those 

demonizing and delegitimizing campaigns.   

 Most of the time these Pro Eritrean Websites were very effective and timely at 

exposing the fake rhetoric coming from those anti Eritrean nationalistic Websites.   The Pro 

Eritrean Nationalistic Websites have a goal of seeking and  restoring facts and truth about 

Eritrea as guiding principles to eliminate the polarizing political discourse created from the 

anti government websites. These kind of services made them to be admired by the true 

Nationalistic Eritreans and myself as an author which they have been supporting my 

articles over the years.   My articles were able to be posted on their renown worldwide 

connections to share news that benefits all the Nationalistic Eritreans and educate other 

nations who were used to hear only the demonization of Eritrea by enemies.  It is of utmost 

obligation and carry on the torch of our martyrs’ messages to the next generation by:  

defending against all the irreconcilable hatred coming out from the pro Woyane’s 

radio/websites and other media format against the nation of Eritrea. 

 We have to work hard to restore the facts and the truth about the Nation of Eritrea 

how the country will earn its rightful political stability and move on to the new model of 

African democracy as opposed to the Western style democracy of governance.  When the 

new ideology of Political and Economic Integration (Medemer) become successful I 

believe Eritrea will move from its current transitional governing structure into peaceful 

democratic none western styles of democracy improvement in terms of its political, 

economic, social and its legal judiciary system that restores facts and truth as guiding 

lights in democratic discourse and that makes obsolete any type of lying or fake news or 

sick news.  The newly proposed national constitution is under constitution making process 

and Eritrea is looking very good and promising and it will be a prosperous country that we 

dearly love it to defend and die for it. 

7.  Foreign Policy of Woyane against Eritrea 

 

 The Tigreans (Ethiopians) known as Woyane-Chifra due to their warmongering 
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practices.  They have been supported by many paid agents such as NGOs and by USA  

administration (supported by Clinton, Obama, Suzan Rice, Jendayi Frazer) who were  

following the progressive ideology and these people were able to become the instruments that 

allowed Eritrea to be slammed with sanctions, isolations and to be violated its national 

sovereignty with systematic evil practices such as:  abusing, harassing, defaming, bulling and 

demonizing in front of the whole world.  In addition the Woyane-Chifra took political 

advantage due to their dominance over the Ethiopian people by ruling with iron feast such as 

killings, unjust incarcerations in masses in all over Ethiopia.  They have exacerbated all the 

political divisions and polarized their activities.  They have used forces, coercion and looting 

as their mode of operating style.  

They were able to mislead the Ethiopians first they are trying to bring back port of Assab to be 

owned by Ethiopian Government and second to have unkind and ruthless foreign Policy of 

Ethiopia against Eritrea that resembles Obama’s ruthless global game called the 

geopolitics progressive Globalization. 

 

 An example of their foreign policy and procedure against Eritrea please read page 

17 in its entirety written in Tigrinya version.  

 This policy has been carried out by some Radio news and Websites shamelessly as 

woyanes’ paid agents or financially supported radio news media and have been working for 

the benefit of Woyane dominance within Ethiopia and all East Africa organized through  

the Intergovernmental Authority on Development (IGAD).  Their activities have been 

releasing relentless propaganda fake news against Eritrea.  They have been aligning 

themselves with the Woyane to overthrow the Eritrean Government from its foundation 

and reverse Eritrea’s Government sovereignty into become the satellite state of Weyane of 

Tigray.  They have been working with different tactics such as preventing Eritrea from 

getting any foreign currency remittance in order to choke the economy of Eritrea to make it 

a failed nation that could push out peaceful Eritrean people from their country and be 

scattered all over the world to become slaves where ever they go.   

To accomplish their vision, they have been using the radio news-websites like Assena to do 

their dirty job such as: trash talking against the legitimacy of the Eritrean Government.  
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 On 8/31/2018 the Assena gangs have led a demonstration against the Eritrean Government in 

Geneva, they were trying to show up their recommitted solidarity in order to incite violence 

against the Nation of Eritrea through participation of protest against our government.  These 

few Eritreans and Tigriyans must understand that each and every one of them who participated 

at that rally will be responsible for both civil law and criminal law upon entering to the nation 

of Eritrea or to Ethiopia because of engaging and inciting violence against the Eritrean 

Government’ 

 Presently, now to confuse our Eritrean youths by trying to change their color and acting 

as Eritrean Nationalists accusing that the president: “ he is attempting to sell Eritrea to 

Ethiopia”.  This is the kind of misleading they are doing toward our youth from these chip 

Radio-Website owners.  But the truth is that the president is building a nationwide commerce 

opportunity between Eritrea and Ethiopia through “ Political and Economic Integration  

trade language” (Medemer).  

The fact is the president has been working on the people to people peace agreement between 

Eritrea and Ethiopia for mutual economic integration and development which is not only the 

principle of peaceful coexistence but it is also the only rational approach that aligns Ethiopia 

and Eritrea needs in a clear realistic transparent foreign policy of Ethiopia to word Eritrea and 

the foreign policy of Eritrea toward Ethiopia must be and are in synchrony .  At the sometime 

the Eritrean Government requires adjustments to its previously planned national goals to work 

on  but, due to the new welcome news of economic Integration policy it needs the re-

definitions of the current government plans, and goals without any impediment toward 

peaceful coexistence. 

  Still the war mangoring Woyane including their supporters (fake Eritreans, traitors) 

who are in a state of disbelief about the fast moving target of the process for peace making 

between Ethiopia with Eritrea it is still a day dream for them and they are in a state of self 

denial.  They don’t seem to know what to make out of it whether to be in the Political and 

Economic Integration or abandon Ethiopia and break up from this peaceful coexistence and 

mutual economic growth within Ethiopian democratic governing system.  The new concept 

of political reform called: Economic Integration which has a lot of meanings but in its 
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simplest form it is: The Incorporating Sustainable Peace and Stability for Economic 

Development through Democratic Governance in a Legal Business format.  A true meaning 

(Medemer). 

8.  Conclusion 

 Eritrea  has the capability to run its affairs as long as we (the Eritrean people) are 

legally aware and interested to know in invoking our legal rights. To accomplish a Peaceful 

Eritrea the Eritrean authority must be working with legally educated Eritreans in the 

Diaspora, so that this ultimately short and long term goals will allow us to stay on track 

toward achieving our goals.    

 I believe that a new day is coming to Eritrea that benefits our people to live in peace 

with our neighbors, and then, for the first time in our history, the vast majority of the 

Eritrean people will be living without an immediate and imminent threat of war as long as 

we are legally educated and invoke our legal rights. 

 To accomplish a Peaceful Eritrea, the Eritrean authority must be working with legally 

educated Eritreans in the Diaspora who have the following traits: 

 (a)  who exhibits the highest moral characters;  

(b)  who has sufficient knowledge of the Eritrean people;  

(c)  who have the knowledge to interpret and be able to continue debate vigorously whether  

 the newly drafted constitution (not the 1997 obsolete constitution) can easily reconcile 

with Eritrea’s political PFDJ heritage.   

 For those Eritreans living in the western world democratic governmental system the 

challenging question facing to in particular our young generation are: (a)  how much 

nationalistic education on Eritrea is needed to know the concepts, knowledge, social and 

cultural significance in the interests of the nation of Eritrea with the aim of gaining and 

maintaining sovereignty (self-governance)?  (b) How much legal knowledge is needed to say 

proudly we have our own sovereign state called Eritrea?.  This is needed for  the pro Eritrean 

nationalists who are ready to accept a legal constitution that truly benefits all Eritreans and 

reject a someone else’s imperialistic construed constitution with progressive/regressive  

ideology exported from foreign countries that would only give us sick anti social behavior 
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lifestyles.  We know that if we fail to understand what is given to us as happened in the 1997 

constitution through mischievous deceiving tactics, then it would separate our cultural heritage    

when we see the construed constitution allowing any religion or any improper factors  that 

would rip us apart.  For more in depth information read my article.   The Eritrean Government 

has the responsibility to protect the Eritrean society from that sick pro anti social detrimental 

constitution.  But the government also has the responsibility to inform and educate the people 

the truth about how much the articles were construed and highly detrimental phrases in the 

constitution to make the government of Eritrea to fail once for all.  The main reason for 

informing the public is:  because uneducated person would always cause more problems than 

an educated person, because when the government remains silent on the issue of the 1997 

constitution an ignorant mind will begin to think that they are winning because to them silence 

equals guilt.  There is a need for the government to educate and inform the public about this 

1997 constitution had it been implemented it would have progressively sickened our society to 

the point where it would have been totally dysfunctional.   

 The Prime Minister of Ethiopia in Addis Ababa, Dr. Abiy Ahmed. On 6 June, 

announced it would finally implement the 2000 Algiers Agreement, an internationally 

sponsored peace treaty and border demarcation signed by Ethiopia and Eritrea is a 

welcome news and he seems that he is a “man of his own words” that he must be 

responsible in fixing Ethiopia’s financial obligation to the nation of Eritrea that was messed 

up by the Woyane-Chifra and they must accept the financial responsibility.  

These are all in contradiction to the principles of the “peaceful resolutions.”.  

 

 We Eritreans were expecting that one day the Woyane will acknowledge their wrongs and 

injuries against the Eritrean people for the past 20 years and to come up with a proposal for 

peace through financial compensation programs and reparations for the entire Eritrean 

victim’s murdered, disabled and alive but displaced of all the injustice occurred upon 

them. 

 

Eritrea has suffered and has been infringed upon mainly by Woyane, abused/harassed, 

defamed, bullied and demonized in front of the whole world.  The involvement of Woyane has 

http://www.dehai.org/dehai/dehai-news/172049
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been through payment to complicit enablers to conspire in an illegal activity or wrong doing 

against the Nation of Eritrea.  They were buying the services of crime enablers, radios, 

websites with the role to accuse the Government of Eritrea to debacle.  Despite, of Woyane’s 

crookedness and sabotages,  we Eritreans have been able to resist and won due to our 

unwavering resilience, united strength, morality and the legality applied in order to defend our 

territorial boundary the jurisdiction, supremacy and power that we have.   We have used all 

the identified traits and we came out  successful and become winners after we squashed the 

Woyane. at their game.  They have got the wrong advices that come from abroad at a very 

high prices which the Woyane don’t object about cash money due to the looted money they 

have that they stole from Ethiopia.   

Chart  

The chart below shows the five items listed are the general frame work of the agreement between the 

Eritrean Government and the Federal Democratic Republic of  Ethiopia.  The main highlights of the 

chart shows the current status and the future actions left to be fulfilled.                                      

Items Description Start Date End Date 

1 State of war has come to an end July 2018 N/A 

2 The 2 nations will forge close political, economic, social,  

Cultural & security cooperation 

July 2018  

3 Trade, economic & diplomatic ties will resume July 2018 N/A 

4 The boundary decision will be implemented   

5 Both nations will work on regional peace July 2018  
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9  Foreign Policy of Woyane against Eritrea Tigrinyea Version 

 
 ኢትዮጵያ ኣብ ኤርትራ እትኽተሎ ሓዱሽ ፖሊሲ ጉዳያት ወፃኢ ክምልሶም ዝግባእ ዋኒናት  
13 ምግባር ኣብ ህልኽን ዝተሰነደን ዘይተሰነደን ታሪኽ ሕትኹቱኽ እናበሉ ዝውዕሉ፤ ኣይማሕበር 
ኣይፓርቲ ምዃኖም ናይ ኣደባባይ ምሽጥር እዩ፡፡ ኣብ ኣገባብ ቃልሲ እውን ገሊኦም ብዕጥቃዊ 
ቃልሲ፤ገሊኦም ብመንፈቀለ መንግስቲ፤ ገሊኦም ብናይ ከተማ ዓመፅ ዝኣምኑ ወይ ደገ ኾይንካ 
ኢትዮጵያ ክትወቕዐሎም ዘፃሉቱ እዮም፡፡ እዙይ ምዃኑ ፈሊጥና ኩሉ በቢዓቕሙ ኣንፃር 
ሓበራዊ ፀላኢ ክቃለሱ ክሰርሕ ኣለና፡፡ ኣብ መቓብር ሻዕብያ ናይ መኒኦም ሓይሊ ሚዛን 
ከምዝደፍእ በቲ ሐዚ ንሰርሖን ሽዑ ዝህሉ ኩነታትን ዝውሰን እዩ። ንኤርትራ መን ከምዝመርሓ 
ፈሊጥና ጥራሕ ኣይኮነን ንሕግዝ፡፡ ኣብዚ ሐዚ እዋን ኣንፃር ሻዕብያ ሓቢሮም ክሰርሑ 
ክንድግፎም ይግባእ። ንገሊኦም ሒዝካ ንገሊኦም ምግዳፍ ዓቕሚ ተቓውሞ ዘምክን ስለዝኾነ 
ዘየግልል ኣካይዳ ክንክተል ይግባእ። እዙይ ማለት ሞት ኣያይ የርእየ ኒ እምበር ዘልቅሶስ ባዕለይ 
ይፈልጥ ከምዝበሃል ምስላ ከይኸውን ንቶም ዲሞክራሲያውያን ሓይልታት ንድሕሪ ውድቀት 
ሻዕብያ እናተዳለውን እናተጠናኸሩን ክፀንሑ ፍሉይ ደገፍ ኣብ ምዕባይ ዓቕሚ ኣድሂብና 
ክንሰርሕ ይግባእ።  
መ. ንመንግስቲ ኤርትራ ማሕበረ-ሰብ ዓለም ዘንበረሉ ማዕቀብን እገዳን ተግባራዊ ክኸውንን 
ተወሳኺ ክልከላታት ክውሰነሉ ሰፊሕን ፅዑቕን ዲፕሎማሲያዊ ስራሕ ምክያድ  
ንመንግስቲ ኤርትራ ዝተፈላለዩ ማዕቀብ ተገይሮምሉ እዮም። ካብኡ ሓሊፉ ንቁልፊ መራሕቲ 
ፍፁም ክልከላ ክግበረሎም ክንሰርሕ ኣለና። ኣብ ርእሲ እዙይ ካብ ዲያስፖራ ዝእከቦ ግብሪ 
ክደርቕ ኣፀቢቕና ክንሰርሕ ይግባእ። ኣብ ማእኸላይ ምብራቕ ከም ግብፂ፣ ኳታር፣ ሱዑድ 
ዓረብያ ዝበላ ሃገራት ዝተፈላለዩ ድጋፋት እናሃባ ፀኒሐን እየን። ግብፅን ኳታርን ብናይ ባዕለን 
ምኽንያት ተፃለአን ስለዘለዋ መንግስቲ ኤርትራ ናይ ክልቲአን ኩርኩር ስለዝነበረ ክልቲአን 
ክነፅግኦ ክንሰርሕ ኣለና። ናይ ባዕለን ጂኦፖለቲካዊ ረብሓ ንምሕላው ይኹን ብካልኦት 
ምኽንያታት ናይ ወፃኢ ሸርፊ ሓገዝ ዝገበራ ዘለዋ ከም ኢራን ብተዘዋዋሪ ይወግኣና ምህላወን 
ፈሊጠን ግልፂ መልእኽቲ ከነመሓላልፍ ይግባእ። ብሓፈሻ ሓደሽቲ ማዕቐባትን ክልከላታትን 
ኣብ ርእሲ መንግስቲ ኤርትራ ማሕበረ-ሰብ ዓለም ከንብር ብዝለዓለ ውሕልና ምስራሕ የድሊ፣ 
ኢዱን እግሩን ንምቁራይ እንወስዶ ስጉምቲ ደገፍ ንምርካብ ክንረባረብ ኣለና፣ ፓለቲካውን 
ኢኮኖሚያውን ዓቅምታት መንግስቲ ኤርትራ ንምድኻም ዝተጠናኸረ ዲፕሎማሲ የድልየና። 
ብኻሊእ ወገን ገበርቲ ሰናይ ማሕበራት ብቀጥታ ባዕለን ኣትየን ንህዝቢ ኤርትራ ክሕግዛ 
ክንደፍእ ይግባእ። ሓደ ሻዕብያ ንገበርቲ ሰናይ ብጣዕሚ ስለዝፈርሕን ባዕሉ ናብ ረፅኒ ንኽኣቱ 
ክሕግዘና እዩ። ካልኣይ ንሕና ብናይ ህዝቢ ኤርትራ ጥምየት ነረጋግፆ ረብሓ ከምዘይብልና 
መልእኽቲ ክነሕልፍ ንኽእል ኢና።  
ብኣጠቓላሊ መፃኢ ዕድል ህዝቢ ኤርትራን ኢትዮጵያን ኣብ ልምዓትን ዲሞክራስን ዝተደረኸ 
ምዃኑ ተረዲአና ንዕብየትን ሕብረትን ክሰርሕ ይግባእ ኩሎም ምንቅስቃስና ብመንፅር ዘላቒ 
ረብሓ እምበር ግዚያዊ ረብሓ ንምርካብ ክኸውን የብሉን።እዞም ንመላእ ህዝብታት ቀርኒ ኣፍሪካ 
ዝሕምስ ዝነበረ ደርጊ ንምድምሳስ ሓሳረ መከራ ዝረኣዩ ህዝብታት ትግራይን ኤርትራን ሐዚ 
እውን ሰላም ክስእኑ፤ልምዓቶም ክስንከል የብለን፡፡ እዚ ኣይኩናት ኣይሰላም ልዕሊ ኩሉ ንተጋሩ 
ኢትዮጵያውያንን ኤርትራውያንን ዝሓሲ ስዝኾነ ከምቲ ናይ ዕጥቂ ቃልሲ ሕብረትና ሎሚ እውን 
ወሳኒ እዩ፡፡  
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